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Abstrat  The reonstrution of images from a small number of projetions using the maximum-entropy
method (MEM) with the Shannon entropy is onsidered. MEM provides higher-quality image reonstrution
for soures with extended omponents than the Ho¨gbom CLEAN method, whih is also used in low-aspet
astrotomography. The quality of image reonstrution for soures with mixed struture ontaining bright,
ompat features embedded in a omparatively weak, extended base an be further improved using a dierene-
mapping method, whih requires a generalization of MEM for the reonstrution of sign-variable funtions. We
draw onlusions based on the results of numerial simulations for a number of model radio soures with various
morphologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The reonstrution of images from projetions
(reonstrutive tomography) is of interest in
many elds, from mediine to astronomy [1℄.
Examples in astronomy inlude reonstruting
the brightness distributions of astrophysial objets
from lunar-oultation observations [24℄ and Doppler-
tomography analysis of binary star systems [58℄. The
synthesis of images using radar methods is also of
onsiderable interest [9, 10℄.
The problem of reonstruting images using
nonlinear algorithms possessing high interpolating and
extrapolating properties arises when the number of
projetions is small (low-aspet astrotomography), and
there are large unlled regions (holes) in the data
plane. In suh ases, the use of linear methods, suh
as reverse ltered projetions [1℄, beomes inexpedient
due to the impossibility of reonstruting the missing
spetral information and the poor quality of the
resulting images [11℄.
One lass of image-reonstrution methods is based
on the radio-astronomy approah [1113℄, using the
well known CLEAN algorithm of Ho¨gbom [14℄ or
its modiation [15℄. In this ase, the observational
data (projetions) are used to form a dirty image,
whih is the onvolution of the desired distribution
and the synthesized beam. As a result, the task of
reonstruting an image redues to solving for the
inverse onvolution, whih is an ill-posed problem.
Agafonov and Podvoiskaya [11, 12℄ propose solving
this problem as is traditionally done in aperture
synthesis. In partiular, they use an algorithm with two
CLEAN proedures in order to obtain two solutions,
one of whih better represents the ompat and the
other the extended features in the soure struture [12℄.
The rst solution is obtained by applying a standard
Ho¨gbom CLEAN, and the seond using the modied
CLEAN algorithm proposed in [15℄ for reonstruting
images of extended soures. However, methods that are
able to reonstrut all of the strutural omponents
of a soure equally aurately, thus yielding a more
objetive representation of its struture, are of greater
interest. One suh alternative image-reonstrution
method is the maximum-entropy method (MEM),
using the Shannon entropy [16, 17℄, whih is also well
known in low-aspet astrotomography [57℄.
The absene of any a priori restritions on
the soure struture (exept for the assumption
that it is nite in extent) makes MEM a more
fundamental method than the CLEAN method
initially proposed for the reonstrution of point-like
soures. Another advantage of MEM over both the
standard and modied [15℄ CLEAN methods is its
independene of a number of speied parameters,
whose hoie appreiably inuenes the quality of the
reonstrution.
The aim of the urrent work is to investigate
the possibilities of MEM in the reonstrution of
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images with various types of morphologies when the
number of available projetions of the data is very
limited. We also onsider ways to improve MEM to
make it more suitable for the reonstrution of images
onsisting of bright, ompat features embedded in a
weaker, extended base. To solve this latter problem, we
propose a dierene maximum-entropy method, whose
realization requires a generalization of the standard
MEM algorithm to the ase of reonstruting sign-
variable funtions.
In the following setions of the paper, we
present a mathematial formulation of low-
aspet astrotomography, desribe the proess of
reonstrution from data projetions, desribe the
maximum-entropy method (both its generalized
form and the dierene method), and arry out
a omparative analysis of the results of numerial
simulations of image reonstrution.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The problem we onsider here an be formulated
as follows. Let us onsider a two-dimensional soure
of radiation having a nite spatial extent on the sky
in the region (X,Y ). Suh an objet is desribed
mathematially by a two-dimensional, nite, non-
negative funtion of the variables X and Y , O(X,Y )
(Fig. 1a). The projetion of the objet onto a line p
making an angle φ with the Y axis, as is shown in
Fig. 1a, is the integral of the intensity distribution
in the objet over the oordinate perpendiular to
the diretion of p. The projetion is a funtion of
the variable p,whih we denote T (p). Let there be N
projetions of the objet at dierent angles φi, so that
there are N integrals Ti(p)(i = 1, . . . , N) for the two-
dimensional objet along diretions omprising angles
φi+90
◦
with the Y axis. Our task is to reonstrut the
image O(X,Y ) from the projetions Ti(p).
3. RECONSTRUCTION FROM PROJECTIONS
At the basis of the algorithm we used to reonstrut
images from projetions lies the fundamental relation
between the Radon transform and the Fourier
transform, formulated as a projetion theorem [1℄: the
Fourier transform of a projetion T (p) at an angle φ
to the Y axis (Fig. 1a) is the one-dimensional entral
ross setion of the two-dimensional Fourier transform
of the funtion O(X,Y ) at the same angle φ to the V
axis in the spatial-frequeny domain (U, V ) (the UV
plane). Figure 1b shows the (U, V ) oordinates of the
Fourier transform of the projetion T (p). An example
with six projetions, whih we used for our simulations,
is illustrated in Fig. 2a, and the orresponding overage
of the UV plane is shown in Fig.2b. If the number of
projetions is innite, the reonstrution of the image
is obtained via an inverse Radon transform [1℄.
Note that the fundamental possibility of
reonstruting an image from a small number of
projetions, or equivalently with inomplete overage
of the UV spatial-frequeny domain, is based on
the property that the Fourier transform of the nite
funtion desribing the spatially nite objet is
analyti [18℄. Analyti funtions an be extended
throughout an innite spae in whih they are dened
using the known values in a nite interval or at a nite
set of points.
The main requirement for a reonstrution
algorithm is non-linearity. Only due to this non-
linearity is it possible to realize the analyti
ontinuation of a spetrum; i.e., to ll empty regions
(holes) in the UV plane [17℄. It is fundamentally
impossible to obtain the missing spetral harmonis
using linear proedures. In many ases, the requirement
that the solution be non-negative turns linear
proedures into appreiably non-linear ones (for
example, in the least-squares method). In the standard
MEM approah, non-negativity is an intrinsi internal
property of the solution, indiating the appreiable
non-linearity of the method.
4. THE MAXIMUM-ENTROPY METHOD
MEM is one of a large lass of non-linear
informational methods [19℄ whose essene lies in
the optimization of a funtional speied by some
informational riterion for the quality of the solution
(the maximum information, entropy, α- divergene,
et.), subjet to the fulllment of various linear or
nonlinear onstraints that ow from the data [17℄. In
our ase, maximizing the Shannon entropy onsists in
nding the maximum of the funtional
E =
∫
x(t) ln(1/x(t))dt = −
∫
x(t) ln(x(t))dt, (1)
where x(t) is the desired distribution and, in
aordane with the projetion theorem, measurements
of the spatial Fourier spetrum of the soure serve as
the data to be used, leading to linear onstraints in the
form of equalities.
Sine the numerial simulations suppose working
with digital data, we present a disrete formulation
of the optimization. Let a map of an objet with a
nite arrier be disretized in aordane with the
ShannonKotel'nikov theorem and have a size of N×N
pixels. We denote the disrete measurements of the
desired distribution
xkl, k, l = 1, ..., N − 1.
We denote the known measurements of the two -
dimensional Fourier spetrum of the objet, whih
represent the data, in aordane with the projetion
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theorem, as follows, separating the real, Am, and
imaginary, Bm, parts:
Xm = Am + jBm, m = 1, ...,M,
where M is the number of known measurements and
m is the number of the urrent measurement with
oordinates (um, vm) in the UV plane, not neessarily
loated at nodes of the oordinate grid. This last
irumstane means that there is no problem with
pixelization of the data in the frequeny domain, whih
represents a ertain tehnial advantage of this method
over other methods [1℄ and appreiably enhanes the
auray of the reonstrution.
The pratial MEM algorithm we applied, taking
into aount the errors in the data [17, 20℄, supposes
the solution of the onditional-optimization problem
min
∑
k
∑
l
xkl ln(xkl) + ρ
∑
m
(ηrem )
2 + (ηimm )
2
σ2m
, (2)
∑
k
∑
l
xkla
m
kl − η
re
m = Am, (3)
∑
k
∑
l
xklb
m
kl − η
im
m = Bm, (4)
xkl ≥ 0, (5)
where amkl and b
m
kl are onstant oeients (osines and
sines) that ow from the Fourier transform, Am and
Bm are the real and imaginary parts of the spetral
data for the objet, ηrem and η
im
m are the real and
imaginary parts of the instrumental additive noise,
whih has a normal distribution with zero mean and
known dispersions σm, and ρ is a positive weight.
As we an see from (2), the optimized funtional
has two parts: a Shannon-entropy funtional and a
funtional that is an estimate of the dierene between
the reonstruted spetrum and the measured data
aording to a χ2 riterion. This latter funtional an
be onsidered an additional regulating, or stabilizing,
term ating to provide a further regularization of
the solution above that possible with the entropy
funtional alone [20℄. The inuene of this additional
term on the resolution of the reonstrution algorithm
must be borne in mind [7℄.
Equations (3)(4) represent linear onstraints on
the unknown images xkl and noise terms η
re
m and η
im
m .
The non-negativity onstraint on the image (5) an be
omitted in this ase due to the nature of the entropy
solution, whih is purely positive.
Note that, due to the fat that there is always a
zero point in the UV plane (the total ux of the soure
F0), this automatially brings about the normalization
of the solution required for MEM:
∑
k
∑
l
xkl = F0.
The numerial algorithm for the reonstrution
(2)(5) treating this as a non-linear optimization
problem based on the Lagrange-multiplier method, is
onsidered in detail in [19℄. Here, we present only the
solution:
xkl = exp(−
∑
m
(αma
m
kl + βmb
m
kl)− 1), (6)
ηrem =
σ2mαm
ρ
, ηimm =
σ2mβm
ρ
, (7)
expressed in terms of the Lagrange multipliers (dual
variables)αm and βm, through whih the onstraints
(3) and (4), respetively, enter the Lagrange funtional.
As we an see from (6), the standard MEM image is
manifestly positive. It is not diult to show that the
MEM Hesse matrixes everywhere positive denite, so
that the entropy funtional is onvex and the solution
is global.
Various gradient methods an be used to searh for
the extrema of the orresponding dual funtional. We
used a oordinate-desent method, sine it is the most
reliable means to searh for the global solution.
5. GENERALIZED MAXIMUM-ENTROPY METHOD
The realization of the dierene-mapping priniple
desribed in Setion 6 requires a generalized MEM
algorithm for the reonstrution of arbitrary real
funtions that take on both positive and negative
values. We adopt the following denition of the entropy
of suh an arbitrary real funtion.
Denition 1. The entropy E of an arbitrary real
funtion x(t) that an, in general, take on both positive
and negative values is dened as the entropy of the
modulus of this funtion, |x(t)| [20℄:
E = −
∫
|x(t)| ln(|x(t)|)dt. (8)
We denote the positive part of the funtion x(t) as
xp(t), and its negative part −xn(t), with both xp(t)
and xn(t) being non-negative: xp(t), xn(t) ≥ 0. The
funtion x(t) an then be represented in the form
x(t) = xp(t)− xn(t), (9)
with x(t) being determined by only one of these terms
at eah value t  either xp(t) or xn(t); in this ase, we
an dene the modulus of the funtion
x(t) = xp(t) åñëè x(t) ≥ 0,
x(t) = −xn(t) åñëè x(t) < 0.
(10)
Obviously, the relation
xp(t) · xn(t) = 0 (11)
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is equivalent to the onditions (10).When the
onditions (10) are fullled, expression (8) takes the
standard form
E = −
∫
xp(t) ln(xp(t)) + xn(t) ln(xn(t))dt.
Let us also dene the assoiated entropy [20℄.
Denition 2. The assoiated entropy of the
funtion x(t) is given by the expression
E(α) = −
∫
x(t) ln(αx(t))dt, (12)
where α is a real, positive parameter. The assoiated
entropy (12) diers from the usual entropy (1) in the
presene of a in the logarithm.
Let us now dene the generalized entropy of a real,
sign-variable funtion.
Denition 3. The generalized entropy of a real,
sign-variable funtion (9) is its assoiated entropy,
alulated as follows:
E(α) = −
∫
(xp(t) ln(αxp(t)) + xn(t) ln(αxn(t))) dt.
(13)
In this ase, the parameter α plays a leading role,
sine its value determines the auray with whih the
positive and negative parts of the solution x(t) an be
separated, and thus the quality of the reonstruted
image.
Let us onsider this further. Omitting all
intermediate steps, we write the solution for the
orresponding disrete optimization problem (13) in
terms of the dual variables:
xpkl = exp(−
∑
m(αma
m
kl + βmb
m
kl)− 1− lnα),
xnkl = exp(
∑
m(αma
m
kl + βmb
m
kl)− 1− lnα),
(14)
whene it follows that the series xpkl and x
n
kl are related
by an expression that depends only on α:
xp
kl
· xnkl = exp(−2− 2 lnα) = K(α). (15)
As we an see from (15), α indeed plays the role
of an agent separating the positive and negative parts
of the solution (14). We an ahieve any speied
auray with whih the onditions (10) and (11) are to
be satised by varying α, sine K(α) → 0 as α → ∞.
However, we note that the value of α is bounded
from above by purely omputational eets. In our
simulations, α was speied to be 1000. When the noise
is taken into aount as is done in (2)(4), the solution
(7) also appears.
6. DIFFERENCE-MAPPING METHOD
The dierene-mapping method is based on the
fundamental linearity of the Fourier transform. Bright
omponents in the soure that are reonstruted in the
rst stage are subtrated from the input spetrum, the
remaining reonstrution is arried out for the residual
spetral data, and the results of the two reonstrutions
are nally summed.
In the following setion, we show that, when
MEM − a method with learly expressed non-linear
properties − is used for the reonstrution, the
dierene-mapping method an lead to an appreiable
improvement in the quality of the resulting image,
espeially when the soure has both ompat features
and a fairly weak extended base. This type of soure
struture is most problemati from the point of
view of the auray with whih all the strutural
omponents are reonstruted. The reonstrution of
uniform strutures − either purely ompat or purely
extended − is muh simpler (see also Setion 7).
What is the reason for this improvement in
the quality of the reonstrution? After subtrating
from the input spetral data bright omponents
reonstruted by MEM in the rst stage, we obtain
a residual spetrum in whih the weak, extended
omponent omprises a high proportional ompared
to the ompat omponent. (We will all the result
of this subtration the rst-order residual spetrum.)
In this way, we have artiially lowered the dynami
range and inreased the strutural uniformity of the
map orresponding to the residual spetrum, thereby
failitating the aurate reonstrution of the image in
the seond stage of the proedure.
If we subtrat from the residual spetrum bright
omponents in the image reonstruted in the seond
stage, we will obtain a seond-order residual spetrum,
whih will orrespond to a map with still lower dynami
range and higher strutural uniformity. Continuing
in this way, we an obtain residual funtions of the
spetrum of higher and higher order. To obtain the
desired map of the soure, we must sum the map
reonstruted in the nal stage with all the omponents
subtrated from the input spetrum in previous stages.
Formally, the two-stage dierene-mapping
algorithm an be represented
F 1sp = F
0
sp − F
br1
sp ,
where F 0sp are the input data for the spetrum of
the desired brightness distribution over the soure
x(t), F br1sp is the spetrum orresponding to the bright
omponents reonstruted in the rst stage x(t)br1, and
F 1sp is the rst-order residual spetrum orresponding
to the map of the soure reonstruted in the seond
stage x(t)2. The resulting map will have the form
x(t) = x(t)br1 + x(t)2.
Let us now note an important property of the
dierene mapping. The residual spetral data
obtained after subtrating bright omponents
reonstruted in previous stages of the algorithm
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an orrespond to an image with negative values. This
an our if early bright omponents are reonstruted
with overestimated amplitudes, as is quite probable
for any non-linear method. To avoid undesirable
nonlinear distortions of the maps, we must arry
out the reonstrution using the MEM algorithm
generalized for funtions that an take both positive
and negative values, desribed in Setion 5.
7. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We present here the results of our numerial
simulations of low-aspet astrotomography for six
model soures with various morphologies, denoted 1 to
6 (Fig. 3). Soure 1 is a set of three resolved, ompat
Gaussian features; soure 2 a set of three unresolved,
extended Gaussian features; soure 3 a ombination
of extended and ompat Gaussian features; and
soures 4, 5, and 6 lose double soures with a
weak, extended bakground. Soures 4, 5, and 6 have
dierent intensities for the extended base emission (in
4,it omprises 30% of the maximum amplitude of the
omponents, and in 5 and 6, only 10%) and dierent
ratios for the amplitudes of the ompat features (in 4
and 5, the amplitude ratio is 1.0 : 0.8, and in 6, 1.0 :
0.3).
We obtained input data for eah numerial image
reonstrution simulation using six projetions at
angles φ1 = 0
o
, φ2 = 90
o
, φ3 = 45
o
, φ4 = 135
o
,
φ5 = 63.5
o
, φ6 = 116.5
o
. The arrangement of these
projetions in the image plane is shown in Fig. 2a,
where the numbers denote the projetion numbers. The
synthesized overage of the UV spatial frequeny plane
derived using the projetion theorem is shown in Fig.
2b. A modest amount of instrumental noise having a
normal distribution with a zero mean was added to the
artiial data, suh that the signal-to-noise ratio for all
examples was about ten, as is typial for astronomial
observations of this type.
The aim of the simulations was to investigation
apabilities of the developed algorithms in
reonstruting images of soures with various
strutures. This is most interesting from the point of
view of the preferred use of some spei reonstrution
algorithm in some spei situation.
All the model soures shown in Fig. 3 are nite, and
their spetra are analyti, indiating the fundamental
possibility of reonstruting their images using an
inomplete set of spetral data. A small (insigniant)
disruption of the analytiity ondition arose due to the
addition of a modest amount of noise to the artiial
data. However, as was established in the ourse of the
simulations, small variations in the data lead to small
variations in the solutions, indiating the stability of
the developed algorithms against noise.
The images were reonstruted from the projetions
using the standard MEM algorithm, the generalized
dierene MEM proedure, and the Ho¨gbom CLEAN
algorithm, to enable omparison of the proposed
algorithms with an algorithm traditionally used in
radio astronomial data analysis [11-13℄.
The results of reonstruting soures 16 are
presented in Figs. 49; panels (a) show the dirty
images, orresponding to the real overage of the
UV plane (Fig. 2b), alulated as the inverse
Fourier transform of the spetral-data measurements;
panels (b) the images reonstruted using the
standard CLEAN method with loop gain γ =
0.1; panels () the images reonstruted using the
standard MEM algorithm; and panels (d) the images
reonstruted using the dierene-mapping method
with the generalized MEM. In all the images, the
minimum ontour and the steps between the ontours
are 2.5% of the peak value.
Our analysis of these images shows that the quality
of the reonstrution depends substantially on the
struture of the objet. Let us onsider the MEM
maps (maps () in Figs. 49). The highest-quality
reonstrution was obtained for uniform soures,
onsisting purely of either ompat or extended
features (soures 1 and 2). In these ases, we obtain
a nearly exat reonstrution (the errors in the
reonstrution are no more than 3% and no more
than 1respetively). The reonstrution is worse for
soures omprised of a set of extended and ompat
features (soures 3-6; the maximum errors are about
10% for soure 3 and, on average, 20% for soures
4-6). The higher the dynami range of the map, the
lower the quality of the reonstrution, espeially for
the extended part of the struture. We were not
able to aurately reonstrut the extended strutures
in soures 4-6, and we an see that their outlines
repeat the fan-like pattern of the UV overage; this
demonstrates that it was not possible to adequately
interpolate the spetral data between the setions
shown in Fig. 2b. Moreover, the quality of the
reonstrution beomes worse the weaker the extended
base in the soure struture. In this ase, the dierene
mapping method omes to the resue. As we an see
from maps (d) in Figs. 4-9, the largest improvement
from the dierene-mapping method is obtained for
ompat strutures embedded in a weak, extended base
(soures 46). This method was able to reonstrut
both the ompat and extended features with high
auray. The quantitative harateristis of the
reonstruted maps show that applying the dierene
method makes it possible to inrease the signal-to-noise
ratio and derease the maximum disrepany between
the true and reonstruted images by, on average, a
fator of three; the eet of applying the dierene
method beomes greater the weaker the extended base
in the soure struture.
Let us now turn to the CLEAN maps. The
images in panels (b) in Figs. 4-9 show that the
best reonstrution of the soure shape ours for
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the ompat strutures (soure 1). However, even in
this ase, CLEAN was not able to reonstrut the
amplitude ratios as aurately as MEM: the least
ompat soure is most strethed in amplitude, and
is narrowed in spae (the maximum error in the
reonstrution was 30%). In the ase of a purely
extended struture (soure 2), the solution orresponds
to a pathy image, although the general shape of the
objet was reprodued reasonably well (the maximum
error was about 20%). The worst reonstrution
was obtained for soure 3, with a mixed struture.
The reonstruted amplitude ratios for the point-
like omponents were distorted (the maximum error
was about 45%). The extended part of the struture
was also appreiably distorted, and the area of the
extended base was substantially dereased, leading
to large distortions in the general shape of the
objet. We observe the same behavior for soures 46.
Here, ompat features were reprodued better by the
standard MEM (on average, by 14%), but there were
large spatial distortions in the reonstrution of the
extended base, and we observe a substantial narrowing
of this base, whih beomes more prominent the weaker
its intensity.
Thus, these results of our numerial simulations
show that the MEM algorithm is preferable to the
traditional CLEAN algorithm, espeially from the
point of view of aurately reonstruting extended
soure strutures. In the ase of purely ompat
soures, the use of CLEAN is quite justied, espeially
given the quik operation of this algorithm. Appliation
of the dierene-mapping method is expedient for
soures ontaining both ompat and omparatively
weak extended features, when aurate reonstrution
of all omponents of the struture is required.
Obviously, the omparative analysis of the various
methods we have presented here is far from
omplete; in partiular, we have not onsidered the
modied CLEAN algorithm of [15℄, designed for
the reonstrution of extended soures. However, the
omparison of the standard and modied CLEAN
algorithms presented in [12℄ shows that the standard
CLEAN is best able to reonstrut ompat soures,
and the modied CLEAN extended soures. Therefore,
in the ase of omplex, mixed strutures, it was
proposed to use a two-CLEAN method to obtain the
entire range of possible solutions. We have proposed
suh a MEM algorithm based on a dierene approah
that enables the reonstrution of both extended and
ompat strutures in an objet with equal auray,
demonstrating its advantages over both the standard
and the modied CLEAN algorithms.
8. CONCLUSION
Due to the validity of the projetion theorem, the
appliation of MEM provides a ompletely natural and
simple solution for the reonstrution of images from a
small number of projetions.
The results of our omparison of the developed
reonstrution methods based on MEM with the
standard CLEAN method demonstrate the advantages
of the former, sine they provide a higher quality
reonstrution of extended features. This is due to
the fat that the MEM solutions are smooth, while
the standard CLEAN algorithm operates in a spae
of δ-funtions, leading to disontinuous solutions. The
appliation of a standard CLEAN algorithm is justied
for ompat strutures, sine it provides a suiently
high quality reonstrution and rapid operation in this
ase.
The most diult task is the reonstrution
of images with mixed strutures ontaining bright,
ompat and weaker extended features. For this ase,
we have proposed and studied a dierene mapping
method based on the MEM algorithm generalized
for the reonstrution of sign-variable funtions.
Our numerial simulations show that this dierene-
mapping method is able to appreiably inrease the
auray of the reonstrution of both extended and
ompat features, ompared to the traditional MEM
algorithm. A omparison of our simulation results with
the results of [12℄ indiate that the MEM dierene-
mapping method is preferable to both the standard
CLEAN algorithm and the modied CLEAN algorithm
of [12℄, designed for the reonstrution of images of
extended soures.
Moreover, the generalized MEM algorithm for the
reonstrution of sign - variable (and also omplex)
funtions [20℄ makes it possible to substantially expand
the range of pratial appliation of this algorithm for
the reonstrution of various physial signals.
We note also that there is no problem with
the pixelization of data in the frequeny domain in
the ase of MEM, whih is a tehnial advantage
that appreiably inuenes the auray of the
reonstrutions that an be obtained [1℄.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Graphial illustration of the theory of projetions: (a) region in whih the objet is dened (X,Y ); (b)
region of spatial frequenies of the objet (U, V ).
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Example of six projetions: (a) geometry of the projetions in the region of the objet (X,Y ); (b)
orresponding overage of the spatial-frequeny domain for the objet (U, V ). The numbers denote the
numbers of the projetions.
Fig. 3. Images of model radio soures with various morphologial types. The numbers 16 denote the soure
number.
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Fig. 4. Results of reonstruting radio soure 1: (a) the dirty image, (b) the CLEAN image, () the MEM
image and (d) the image obtained using the dierene generalized MEM algorithm.
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for radio soure 2.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 4 for radio soure 3.
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 4 for radio soure 4.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 4 for radio soure 5.
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 4 for radio soure 6.
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